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All solutions are checked and updated by our staff and users. Don't forget to check our walkthroughs, and get help in our
forums. Learn to play or improve your game. Use this site to play the games and to view the cheat codes, trainers, walkthroughs,
and more. From the developer: "Dungreed is a little FPS that consists of five levels, each made out of five different
environmental objects. Each level is meant to be played as a gameplay tutorial on how to play the game, giving the player
essential game skills. During a demo of the game, I was told that a lot of my skillful play, especially in the later levels, had
nothing to do with mechanics and everything to do with trial and error, often spending several minutes trying to get around a
certain obstacle. It seems that the idea is to create a game that isn’t just fun to play, but a valuable game teaching experience.
The game has been made for the Ludum Dare 2011 with the theme 'Novelty Game'. The game was made for the jam and while
it was fun to play, it’s also meant to be a learning experience. If you like this kind of game and want a shorter and lighter
experience, you’ll probably like this game." Move your mouse to turn and jump Use the mouse to control the flashlight, and aim
the spotlight Each level has five rooms to play through If you find a bug, or have a suggestion, please contact the developers at
ineckiny@gmail.com Requires Microsoft Windows (Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1) Click the DOWNLOAD button to download
the trainer NEW Update Version - Version 3.5 Improvements: New music score Minor bugfixes New ingame video in the infoscreen Improvements to installer and start-screen Fix for steam friends Fix for game options Fix for beginning-screen (the menu
has been moved) Fix for keybindings Fix for recommended settings Fix for lighting (now only one light-source is on) Fix for
the force-switch option Fix for zooming in (the player is in place) Game on Steam! Yes, I know, it's hard to believe. But that's
what it is: f3e1b3768c
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